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Oberfläche

grey

white

Version

E27

LED

Technical details

Country of Manufacture  Spain

Manufacturer Arturo_Alvarez

Designer Rafa Alonso

Year of design 2021

protection IP20

Scope of delivery Leuchtmittel/Bulb

voltage suitability 230 - 240 Volt

material stainless Steel, steel

cable color transparent

height adjustment height determinable

dimming dimmable on site

total height 150 cm

Dimensions H 23 cm | B 43 cm | L 43 cm

Description

The Arturo Alvarez Lea LA04 pendant lamp has a lamp shade made of
lacquered, particularly resistant stainless steel mesh. The shade has a height
of 23 cm and a length as well as width of 43 cm each. The pendant lamp is
available in white and grey. It is supplied with a transparent cable as standard.
On request, it is also available with a black cable. The lamp has a maximum
total height of 150 cm, its cable can be shortened if required. The Lea LA04
pendant light is available as an E27 or LED version. The E27 version has an E27
socket and is operated with a replaceable LED retrofit. The LED version has an
integrated LED with a colour temperature of 2,700 Kelvin extra warm white.
On request, the LED version is also available with a colour temperature of
3,000 Kelvin warm white or as a DALI dimmable version.

Lea is the result of a combination of experiments, dreams and craftsmanship.
The new design by Arturo Alvarez is the work of the designer Rafa Alonso. By
creating a space for dreaming and storytelling for his students, Lea was born,
a star that shines in the sky, welcomes you and guides you. Inspired by
dreams, stars and illusions, Lea is the representation of what a teacher is to
his students, the metaphor of a light that illuminates and guides the way.
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